Abstract-With the enormous amount of video data especially with the existence of the noisy and irrelevant information, it would be difficult for a typical detection process to capture a small portion of targeted due to the class imbalance problem. In this paper, class imbalance referred to a very small percentage of positive instance versus negative instances, where the negative instances dominate the detection model, resulting in the degradation of the detection performance. This paper proposed an Integrated Weight Linear (IWL) method that integrate weight linear algorithm (WL) with principle component analysis (PCA) to eliminate imbalanced dataset in soccer video data. PCA is adopted in the first phase with the aim to alleviates the imbalanced data and prepared the reduced instances to the next phase. In the second phase, the reduces instances are refined using the weight linear algorithm. The experiment results using 9 soccer video demonstrate that the integration of PCA and WL is capable to alleviates the imbalanced problem and able to improve classification performance in video data.
INTRODUCTION
As more information sources become available in video data and video applications, there is a great need of advanced technique for effective activities in video data especially for events detection and mining events. Video events are normally defined as the interesting events which capture user's attentions [1] . For instance, in a sports video, highlights such as goals and corner are interesting while the general run of play is not interesting. These video data activities can have numerous potential applications. In many applications such as [2] , [3] , [4] , the most significant events may happen infrequently due the limited amount of positive instances in video data.
The problem of events detection requires machines to identify the rare events or class imbalance in a video data. The class imbalance issue referred to a very small percentage of positive instances (event) versus negative instances (nonevent), where the negative instances dominate the detection model training process. This huge disparity in the training set poses a challenging classification problem when designing the event detection in video data.
Several studies have been conducting regarding these class imbalance issues on different type of data [5] , [6] , [7] . However, almost all the studies on video data are developed based on domain knowledge and priori model [3] , [8] . Thus, this paper discusses the issues and a review of the approaches and techniques involved in the study of class-imbalance problem for video data.
This paper is organized in six sections, and the first part is the introduction. The second section describes the problem in this work. The section three describe some related work on class imbalance in video data. We will explain our propose method in section four. The fifth section discusses the data preparation, experiment setup and some experiment results and discussion. Finally, section six ends with the concluding remarks and future research directions are suggested .
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A problem that we focus on this paper is how to learn imbalanced dataset from video data due to the certain problem with datasets that arise when mining rare event such as lack of data, noise and data fragmentation [9] . Due to a large number of video data available and the ratio of the event instances to the negative instances is typically small, how to manage them to achieve higher accuracy is important.
Hence, by using the data without handling classimbalance problem, it might give poor performance to classifier. This is because, it would be difficult for a typical detection process to capture small portion of targeted instances from the huge amount of data especially with the existence irrelevant information. All these shows that before performing the classification process, an effective method is needed to alleviate the problem of class imbalance issue. Consequently, this study has a significant importance to find better mechanisms for this problem.
In this work, we use soccer video data that contains positive (goal event) and negative (non-goal event) instances. Table I shows that the class imbalance problem arises in this video dataset where the ratio of the positive instances to the negative instances is very small and imbalanced. In the dataset, the numbers of positive instances and negative instances are 15 and 1522, which means that the interesting events account for only around 0.98% of the total data set. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to propose and evaluated a new class imbalance learning method to improve the potential in alleviates class imbalance issue in video data. Generally, to address the class imbalance problem, several techniques are proposed. They can be summarized into two groups [5] , one is changing the class distribution of the training set before building classifiers, the other is by improving learning algorithm to make them adaptable to imbalanced dataset.
The first group mainly involves the following approaches: (1) over-sampling, methods that balance the training data by increasing the minority class data randomly. A popular approach is SMOTE [10] , it synthetically over-samples the minority class. This disadvantages of this kind of approaches is they may cause overtraining and increase the computing complexity; (2) under-sampling. In this kind of methods, the training dataset is made class balance by deleting a number of majority class data randomly. With ignoring part of the majority class data, some important information vanishes too [5] ; (3) cluster based sampling, methods in which the representative examples are randomly sampled from clusters [11] ; and (4) constructing a learning algorithm that is intrinsically insensitive to class distribution in the training set. A representation is SHRINK algorithm, which finds only rules that best summarize the positive instances of the minority class, but makes use of the rules from the negative instance of the majority class [12] .
The second group mainly consists cost-sensitive learning and Boosting methods. One method of cost-sensitive learning improves the prediction accuracy by adjusting the cost (weight) matrices for each class [13] . MetaCost is another method for making a classifier cost-sensitive and the representative approach of Boosting is AdaBoost algorithm.
When existing approach mentioned above to cope with class imbalance problems, researchers usually like to choose decision trees [14] , [15] as the base classifiers and almost existing class imbalance approach not have been conducting on video data. This is because almost studies on video data are developed based on domain knowledge [3] , [8] . However, a typical event detection problem is characterized by greatly disproportionate sizes of the populations of training samples in the event and non-event classes. Hence, the several works in soccer video event detection using mining technique and collaborates with class-imbalance data will be reviewed.
Min Chen et al [2] proposed a temporal pattern cluster in data reduction to handle class imbalance problem in video data. This work filter out the inconsistent and noisy data and prepare a cleaned data set for mining process. The temporal pattern analysis step in this approach also conducted to systematically search for the optimal temporal patterns that are significant for characterizing the events and perform a data reduction operation to boost the data mining performance. The results show that adopted the data reduction operation in this approach achieves a good precision and recall. Shu Ching Chen et al [3] proposed an approach for exciting event detection in soccer video with multi-level descriptors and classification algorithm. This works presents an algorithm for efficient extraction of meaningful mid-level descriptors to bridge the semantic gap and to facilitate the comprehensive video content analysis. Under this approach, domain knowledge in sports video is stored in the multi-level multimodal descriptors, which we believe would be not suitable for other domain. However, this work only focus on semantic gap issue, class-imbalance issue in order to improve performance of classification model for event detection has not been well studied. Mei Ling Shyu et al [4] proposes a class-imbalance mechanism by using distance-based data mining schemes from distance-based anomaly detection algorithm called representative subspace projection modeling (RPSM) to trim as many negative instances in video data. This works provides a domain-free characteristic in their framework with class-imbalance mechanism, which is related to our work. The result shows that the classification performance increases when the classimbalance mechanism are used.
From the existing related work of method to handle class imbalance in dataset especially in video data, shows that the class imbalance learning method is one of the most important area to leads to the good classification performance of classifier.
IV. INTEGRATED WEIGHT LINEAR METHOD
In this section, we will discuss the proposed integrated weight linear method. The goal is to develop an effective and efficient learning method and evaluate the performance this method to alleviates class imbalance problem in video data set. Our proposed method integrated the weight linear algorithm with advantages of principle component analysis. The structure of Integrated Weight Linear method is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The method consists of two phases : (1) to greatly select and filter the number of data instances with two classifier trained using the selected the typical positive and negative samples; (2) to reduce the dimension of normalized values based on strong weight because the weak weight will omitted by weight linear method.
A. Data Selection and Filtering
When the number of positive instances is much less than that of the negative instances, the positive instances might be over-shadowed by their counterpart during the training process. In this phase, we select and filter the counterpart of the data instances. This phase consists two stage which is (1) to get the selected typical positive and typical negative samples and (2) to filter the instances using two classifier.
978-1-61284-212-7/11/$26.00©2011 IEEE 8 Similarly, select typical negative instances T2 (T2 < N2) negative instances in X n = {x ij }. Then differentiate the normal and anomaly instance in the view of typical negative instances to get the best group typical negative with M' is the selected index vector.
The next step is to filter the instances using two classifier that use the output from the step before. Before the execution of this step, the original data set X is randomly split into two disjoint subsets, namely a training data set X A (with known class labels) and a testing data set X B (with unknown class labels). In this step, the typical positive instance (X e ) and typical negative instance (X n ) are trained sequentially to conduct a rough classification to increase the percentage of positives instances.
X
e first trained to reject negative instance in X A and X B . The recognized normal instances are passed to the second classifier trained with the selected X n .
9. In the second classifier, the recognized normal instances are removed again from the refined X A and X B since these instances can be considered as counterfeit positive instances as they are double recognized by both typical positive and negative samples. In this step, all positive instance would be kept in the filtered data set after the execution of the two classifiers.
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B. Weight Linear Method
This phase recognizes high deviations of input values matrix from global mean. These deviations cause more scores for their values. In this phase, all the remaining instance is performed for generating normalized input values and then applying them by weight linear method in order to obtain the potential weight. After that, dimension of input values will be reduced by using potential weight. The following steps are performed in this phase:
1. Let L = {l ij } be a matrix of size p x M, representing M remaining data instances where M < N;
2. Each value is computed to find the ratio to average of all columns in vertical evaluation via (4) . where |Z mp | is absolute of normal value Z mp ; 5. Computed the threshold for the weight using (6) then apply the dimension reduction. The weak weights will be omitted from the data;
Then, the filtered data by Integrated Weight Linear method are fed into the C4.5 classifier [14] to evaluate the performance of this method.
V. EXPERIMENT
The experiment involved 9 soccer videos dataset, collected from different Internet broadcasters with various production styles including World Cup 2002.
A. Dataset Preparation
The raw soccer video dataset is first parsed via a video shot detection subcomponent [17] and multimodal feature extraction operation [2] . Here, visual and audio features are extracted from each shot based on detected shot boundaries. The feature set contains totally 17 extracted features including 10 audio features, 5 visual features, and 2 temporal features (i.e., volume_sum and nextfirst_mean). The number of frame and total duration of the 9 soccer video data is about 419,325 frames and 3 hours and 54 minutes. On an average, those soccer video files contain about 170 shots and 26 minutes. It is worth to mention that the collected videos possess lower visual/audio quality as compared to videos used in other existing studies. The detailed statistics of all the video files are listed in Table II.   TABLE II 
B. Result and Discussion
In this work, the proposed method have been implemented using Matlab and were performed on the Intel Centrino Core 2 Duo 2 GHz computer with 4 GB of memory. Its aims is to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Table III shows the parameter settings for the data selection and filtering experiment. Among them, N, N1 and N2 is the number of total, positive and negative instances. The parameters T1, T2 and K are set based on empirical studies for data selection and filtering phase. We tested the proposed method with the soccer video with various production styles and different visual and audio quality. In order to better evaluate our proposed method, 5 such groups are formed randomly for 5 cross-validation. That is, the 2/3 of the video data (6 videos) are randomly selected for training and the rest (3 videos) are adopted for testing. As a imbalanced learning purposes, we evaluate the performance of this proposed method in handled the class imbalance problem in training data. Table IV shows the performance of IWL method for addressing the class imbalance problem. "Before" and "After" denoted the percentage of the positive instances in training data before and after this method. From this table, we can see that the percentage of positive instances (4) (5) (6) into the negative instances increase. An addition, the features in video data sets also have been greatly reduces almost 50%. Table V. shows the detection performance of goal events. In these tables, "Ident.", "Mis." and "Mis-Ident." denoted identified, missed and misidentified. From these table, the proposed method can achieve promising result using strict cross validation, which demonstrates the improvement classifier performance. For the comparison purposes, Table VI. shows that the proposed method performed better than distance based data mining with 84 % accuracy. The overall experiments show that this proposed method is able to provide solution to the class imbalance problem in video data and capable to give a great influence to the classifier performance. The overall goal of this work is to evaluated the effectiveness of applying Integrated Weight Linear Method as a class imbalance learning for alleviates the imbalanced data problem in video data and to improve classification performance in event detection. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we test it on training video datasets with 5 cross-validation and evaluate the impact the class imbalance on video dataset. The IWL Method is capable of producing solutions in imbalanced dataset in video data, which is achieved by increased the percentage of positive instances and reducing the feature also give a great influence to the classifier performance. Lastly, our future research will focus on video event detection framework by apply the proposed class imbalance learning method and using other classification techniques for evaluate the significant of this method toward event detection performance.
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